Quarter #2 Reading Log  Due date: 1/9/2020  Name: ______________________________ Hr.

1. Track four books read. (one must be nonfiction)

2. Choose a “Genre” category in class and read at least one book that fits that genre. (This is included in your four books - it is *not* an extra book).


4. Complete **Non-Fiction Book Report**

Your books should near 200 pages. For books more than 400 pages, complete 2 entries below:

*Parents: Please initial each book AFTER your child has read the book *AND* talked to you about it. Ask comprehension questions, talk about themes, ask what changes they would make, etc. Our students should think about what they are reading throughout the quarter. Don’t wait until the end.*

**Grading:** Each book read = 10 points  Maximum reading points = 40 points. The Book Review and Nonfiction Report are worth 25 points each. Parent initials = 10. Total Points Possible for the entire log = 100

**Book #1**  **For reading group**-  **Genre:**

Title: __________________________________________________  Author: __________________________________

Date completed: _______________  Number of pages: ______  Parent initial’s __________

**Book #2**  **Nonfiction book**-

Title: __________________________________________________  Author: __________________________________

Date completed: _______________  Number of pages: ______  Parent initial’s __________

**Book #3**

Title: __________________________________________________  Author: __________________________________

Date completed: _______________  Number of pages: ______  Parent initial’s __________

**Book #4**

Title: __________________________________________________  Author: __________________________________

Date completed: _______________  Number of pages: ______  Parent initial’s __________

Extra books you’ve read this quarter: ____________________________________________________________________________

**Book Group categories** -

1. **Fantasy** (talking animals or objects, medieval or mythical elements, magical powers)
2. **Science Fiction or Dystopian** (details about science/technology of the future, set in the future/space/a different world, makes guesses about the future)
3. **Mystery** (strangeness or something unknown, solving a puzzling situation/event/crime, centers on someone investigating something or searching for secret information)
4. **Realistic Fiction** (events that could happen, true--to--life characters, set in modern times)
5. **Historical Fiction** (Often use a real past event, but author creates characters for that time.)
Book Review for the **Genre** you signed up for in class

**Book Title:** __________________________________________________________
**Author:** __________________________________________

**Category (circle one):** Fantasy  Science Fiction/Dystopia  Mystery  Realistic Fiction  Historical

1. **Summarize the Plot (5 points):**

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. **Describe one character. (5 pts): Use personality and physical traits to describe this character with examples (quotations and page numbers from the story).**

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2A. **What does this character do in the story that makes him/her memorable? (5pts.)**

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. **State your opinion of the book (5 pts): Use an example (quotation and page number) from the book for support. What did you love/hate and why?**

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. **Do you recommend this book to others? Why or why not? (5 pts)**
NON-FICTION BOOK REPORT

Book Title: ____________________________________ Author: _______________________

Number of pages: ___________

1. What is the topic of this book? (2pts) ____________________________________________

2. Why did you choose this book? (3pts) ____________________________________________

3. What are 4 things you learned/realized while reading this book? DETAILS!! (8pts)
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________
   3. ____________________________________________
   4. ____________________________________________

   *Which fact above was the most interesting to you and why? (2pts)____________________

4. Rank this book on a scale of 1-10. (One being the lowest and 10 the best.)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Why did you give it this score? (2pts)

5. Write 4 new/infrequently used vocabulary words you learned with the definitions. (8pts)

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________